Have you ever wanted to hear from famous scientists about their discoveries but couldn't get to a national meeting to do so? Did you ever wonder about the history behind amazing scientific breakthroughs? Did you ever want your students to hear what it was like to perform science "back in the day" or to receive career advice from someone besides yourself? Well, now you can! The *American Society for Cell Biology,* with funding from the NSH, NIH, HHMI, and UCSF, has developed very high-quality educational Internet videos of scientists describing their foundational discoveries for everyone's benefit and enjoyment. These are called "The iBioSeminars: Bringing the World's Best Biology to You," with the accompanying "iBioMagazine: People, Opinions, and Discoveries." From Randy Scheckman talking about the 1970s studies on yeast secretion (iBioSeminars), to Matthew Meselson describing his co-discovery of the semi-conservative nature of DNA replication (iBioMagazine), there is a literal banquet of highly interesting talks by the scientists who performed the work (in iBioSeminars), as well as additional general talks of more interest to undergraduate students in iBioMagazine, such as career talks on what it's like to work at the FDA (Janet Woodcock), why someone chose a career in science (Robert Ramirez at San Francisco State), or why the listener should study science (Lydia Villa-Komaroff, at CytonomeST).

The iBioSeminars research talks seem to be developed for the average undergraduate and pitched at that level. Most have more than one part and the material is divided into manageable chunks of around 25 minutes. For example, the first talk by Robert Tjian about his work on gene regulation and elucidation of basal transcription machinery doesn't begin by describing TFIID (Transcription Factor II D). Instead, he starts by talking about the Central Dogma of molecular biology and why one would wish to study transcription. The talks by Elizabeth Blackburn on telomeres and telomerase begin with a description of chromosome structure and the ends of DNA chromosomes. All of the talks I watched have had an appropriate balance between the big picture, the molecular mechanisms, and the scientific research performed to determine those mechanisms. Some videos also have accompanying "Teaching Tools" such as lecture notes and questions. iBioSeminars also has a short article on how to utilize these tools. I have shown these seminars in a an upper-level genetics class in place of traditional lecture and have shown the lectures by Brian Druker on the development of GLEEVAC and additional targeted chemotherapies in a senior-level course on the topic of personalized medicine.

The iBioMagazine tends to focus on the more human side of science and has shorter videos. Some talks focus on historical discoveries, such as Matthew Meselson's lecture on the elucidation of the semi-conservative nature of DNA replication and Martin Chalfie's discussion of the green fluorescent protein (GFP). Other talks describe career paths or careers, such as J. Michael Bishop's scientific path and those of science educators like Consuelo Alvarez, Todd Eckdahl, and Edison Fowlks. The magazine also has sections on specialized topics such as "Science and Society" and "Diversity in Science."

The main impediment to using these wonderful resources is that the websites are separate and also hard to navigate. The search engines for the iBioSeminars and the iBioMagazine are separate. If one searches the iBioSeminars website, no iBioMagazine content will be displayed, and vice versa. The site is not intuitive and I find myself clicking more than I should need to in order to find what I am looking for. However, these amazing resources are free and of extremely high quality. It's like having the scientists in the room giving a lecture to your class, and the topics in the iBioMagazine are so varied, you could use them in a career path workshop as well. Thus, the downsides of the resources are few and the ability to expose students to the scientists whose discoveries they are learning about in class is priceless.

At the time of review, iBioSeminars and iBioMagazine existed on separate websites. These resources have since been brought together and are located, along with iBioEducation, on a new website: <http://www.ibiology.org/>.
